FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CABSAT Hall 7 Stand # 704

JAMPRO ANTENNAS’S BROADBAND SOLUTIONS TO BE FEATURED AT CABSAT 2013
Sacramento, CA • 3 March 2013 -- JAMPRO ANTENNAS, the oldest antenna company in the USA whose economical
and flexible antennas, combiners & filters, and RF components address every application in the broadcast industry
including DTV, DVB-T, FM and HD Radio solutions, will feature broadband solutions from its extensive product
offering at CABSAT. Highlights at the Jampro Stand (Hall 7 Stand #704) will include its JAT-U UHF broadband super
turnstile antenna, JUHD UHF broadband panel antenna, JVD UHF Antenna, JUED and JUCD elliptical/circular polarized
broadband UHF panel antennas, and its family of RCEC affordable mask filters. CABSAT, the Middle East’s largest
digital media and satellite exposition, will take place 12-14 March at the Dubai World Trade Centre.

BROADBAND SOLUTIONS
Jampro JAT-U UHF Super Turnstile Antenna
Jampro’s Broadband Batwing IV/V 470 – 860 MHz Antenna has many outstanding features that bring great
value to today’s broadcaster. The radome-enclosed unit can be either top or side mounted on a tower
offering long life and many years of continuous service, ideal for broadband multi channel UHF applications.
Minimum windloading while providing broadband response makes the JAT the perfect answer for
applications where either one channel is defined, or multiple channels are combined.
Jampro JVD UHF Antenna
The Jampro JVD is designed for as a low to medium power solution ideally suited for rooftop deployment.
The vertically polarized system is enclosed by a full cylindrical radome for environmental protection and
minimal urban visual impact. The broadband over band IV antenna allows multiple UHF channels to be
transmitted simultaneously.
Jampro JUED-JUCD
The Jampro JUED and JUCD elliptical/circular polarized broadband UHF panel antennas target broadband
applications where either elliptically or circularly polarized propagation is required. Dual/individual inputs
for horizontal or vertical polarization allows for varying levels of polarization split and pattern performance.
JUED and JUCD models are engineered with digital /analog TV and mobile video in mind.
The JUED and JUCD antennas are based on a modular design and are configurable for various azimuth and
elevation patterns. An optional beam tilt and null fill allows the elevation pattern to be shaped for maximize
coverage. Corrosion resistant stainless steel aluminum reflecting panels ensure durability.
Jampro Family of RCEC Mask Filters
Jampro offers a family of RCEC mask filters designed to provide superior mask filter performance at an
affordable price. Cross coupling creates steep rejection skirts and the high-Q cavities provide low pass band
insertion loss in a compact package.
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Models include:
RCEC-386-UM – 5kW AVG, UHF 8”/203.2mm mask filter ATSC/DVB-T/ISDB-T
RCEC-206-UMFB – 2.5kW AVG, 6-section cross-coupled UHF DVB-T non-critical mask filter
RCEC-#F6-UM – 500W, UHF 4”/101.6mm mask filter ATSC/DVB-T/ISDB-T
RCEC-DT6-UM – 250W, UHF 2”/50.8mm mask filter ATSC/DVB-T/ISDB-T
About Jampro
Jampro Antennas Inc., established to answer the need for quality broadcast systems at a reasonable price, is a leading supplier of antennas,
combiners & filters and RF components for every application in the broadcast industry. Reputed for innovation and customization, Jampro
builds each system to the specifications of the individual broadcaster. From the first system delivered in 1954 to those installed today, the
Company is committed to consistent performance and quality founded on solid engineering. Today, over 25,000 broadcasters worldwide
benefit from the quality and performance provided by Jampro systems. Additional information on JAMPRO can be obtained at
www.jampro.com.
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